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Karley Martin

NATCHITOCHES
At the edge of Natchitoches, Louisiana, a wide river winds its way through
the trees. Usually there are clear skies, but today there is a calm cloud cover. The
water has a mellow movement but is still too cold to swim in. The river bank is
lined with a thicket of tall trees. Small sandy beaches are scattered along the bank,
awaiting the warm summer days when people come down to swim.
Beyond the river and beyond the trees there are grass fields and a small city
called Natchitoches. The old, historic city has buildings with a design only found
in France. On this cloudy afternoon, three boys saunter along the sandy pathway
down to the river to fish. An old wooden canoe awaits their arrival at the shore.
School is over for the day, so the boys have the whole afternoon ahead of them. As
they climb into the canoe, the lazy sun slips out from behind the cluster of clouds.
Wesley Wagner

FIELD OF TULIPS

Ava Busby

Walk down the field of tulips
As they sway
Creating a piece of art.
Leading toward a bright light
Only to discover
The light was false.
A walk down the field of tulips.
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Andrea Rojas

Daphne Steele

RATTLER
A few miles north of the small, sleepy town of Lower Lake, the Perini Ranch
sat nestled among well-kept walnut orchards and rambling pastures. The air was warm
and dry, and a slight wind rustled the brittle autumn leaves, sending a rattling din
throughout the valley. The fields surrounding the farmhouse sent a musty smell of
dry dirt and hay to hang in the warm air. Rolling hills of oak and pine enclosed the
valley and if you looked closely enough you could see cattle dotting the hills, like the
specks of dirt lying on the house’s front porch.
The house was simple. A small white ranch-style house with a brown wooden
roof. Garden beds lined up outside the stone chimney in the center of the house’s
exterior held tomatoes, spinach, chard, and potatoes. A tall girl with muscular arms
stood on the short covered porch, sweeping away the dirt. She had pale skin and short
blonde hair cut around a small face with a short, dainty nose and pale blue eyes. “Mary!”
she yelled into the house. “Yes, Lily?” answered a smaller child with long, unbrushed
dark hair and more defined features, who had shuffled out onto the porch in response
to her sister’s call. “You outta stop letting Sunday out! She’ll ruin all the vegetables in
the garden.” Mary sighed with a look of annoyance on her face as if this had happened
before. “Ma will be coming home soon,” Lily reminded her younger sister. “She has
been trying to get that job at the mailing office in San Francisco for five days now. We
can’t have her coming home to this sty!” Mary stood in the doorway for a few seconds
as if weighing her options, then walked to the garden and swiftly scooped up a small
black cat who had been lying in the tomato bushes. “Go on Sunday. Get inside.” She
plopped the deft mouser in the house and stepped back outside.
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“I’m headed down to the well to bring in fresh water. Try not to get yourself
in trouble again,” Lily warned with a slight chuckle and a glance at Mary’s right hand.
Mary’s face turned red with embarrassment, and she rubbed a small scar running
across her knuckles as if replaying a memory. “Well, how was I supposed to know not
all foxes want my food?” With another laugh, Lily walked down the well-worn dirt
path winding along the side of the house and into a thicket of bright green willows
and dried buckeye. The crunch of her footsteps on the crisp leaves was overcome by
the noise of the bubbling stream. As she approached a small pond created by stones
stacked waist-high, she heard squirrels squeaking in the distance as if they were yelling
at her. A large white heron flew above her carrying a small water snake in its beak. She
watched the big creature fly so softly and blissfully that it could almost be mistaken for
a small cloud blowing through the sky. Shade climbed up the hills behind the stream,
making the hot day tolerable.
Once she had reached the water source, Lily gently pushed aside the wild grape
vines blocking the entrance like long, dangling curtains. As she entered the thicket,
a wave of cold damp air fell over her and she noticed a family of deer calmly drinking from the edge of the spring. One looked up, flinched, and the family gracefully
bounded out of the green.

Desmond Family Archives

Lily Moodenbaugh
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When Lily reached the well, she climbed over a large rock, scaley with ancient moss,
grabbed the aluminum ladle that was dented from use, and began filling her bucket. The
metal of the ladle dinged the bucket with every pour.
Suddenly she heard a yell from the direction of the house. She dropped everything
and ran through the brush, hurtling over stones in the path and up to the sounds. Each
minute felt like an hour. She looked around the corner to see two people with their backs
to her. One was Mary, and the other,“Ma!” Mary yelled. As the large broad-shouldered
woman turned around, Lily’s excitement to see her mother quickly turned into fear, for
in her strong hands was a long stick, and dangling from it was the biggest rattlesnake
she had ever seen. Lily yelped and jumped back. Her mother chuckled. “Well hello,
Lily!” she said, her blue eyes sparkling and smile lines deepening. “Your sister found
this little guy in the tomato plants.” Lily’s fear relaxed into humor. She laughed, “ I can
never leave you alone, can I Mary?” “I guess not...” Mary replied, her eyes dancing with
amusement. “You girls go on inside. I will come in as soon as I deal with our friend
here,” her mother said, distractedly. The two girls hopped up onto the front porch and,
with smiles on both their faces, blissfully waited for their mother’s return.
		

Lily Desmond
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THE I AM POEM
I am living on the edge. One step closer, I might fall off.
I wonder, will I fly? Can I soar?
I hear the wind calling and the rain pouring.
I see multiple possibilities: Up, down, left, right?
I want all of them.
I am living on the edge. One step closer, I might fall off.
I pretend to live in other stories, I feel invincible.
I touch the sun like Icarus.
I worry I might crash.
I weep for my father Daedalus, for having lost his son.
I am living on the edge. One step closer, I might fall off.
I understand there’s only one life.
I say live it to the fullest.
I dream I soar and touch that sun.
I try and creep up to the edge.
I hope one day I will do it.
I am living on edge. one step closer, I might fall off.
Daniel Martinez
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MIGRATION
The birds crowed from the leaves of the sycamores. Their talons were wrapped
around the peeling white bark as if hanging on for dear life, and their wings flapped, but
they could not fly. The swallow screamed and burst through the blackberry bramble, its
delicate wings scarred and bruised, its eyes black and glazed as it fell to the earth and
died. The mother and her children lumbered along like wounded bears, limping and
trailing their feet, feeling their skin parch and crack under the red sun. There was but
one flower to be seen, and it hung limp and intertwined in the girl’s tangled hair. The
boy held his mother’s hand and gazed towards the cracked, dry earth with a distant gaze.
Just as their father had left them, they had left their city, left the pain and the torment,
and the place where they had been born.
The sky was an orange hue and mirrored the wavering image of a dry and barren
hillside. The listless travellers floundered upon the trailway, struggling near the loss of
onsciousness. The tender flesh on the woman’s palms cracked and bled as her children
clung desperately to her hands, feeling themselves wither under the severity of the sun.
Birds circled the dwindling figures, moving more rapidly with each revolution, then
flew away through the hellish red sky. As a crisp breeze danced along the valley floor,
it provided them with the energy to plod along the road at a more agreeable pace. By
evening time, they found themselves on the threshold of a new adventure, the life they
had chosen for themselves.
		

Poppy Novak
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Spencer Printz
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Tallulah Anders
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Ivan Robledo

Irwin Ramirez

Henry Dixon

Fernando Miranda
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Justin Maldonado

Spencer Printz

SORRY TO SAY
Mom, you are forgiven,
but only for the plums.
I’m sorry to say more damage was done
long before you decided to eat my breakfast.
It all started when I was eight years old.
My sister and I didn’t ask where you were
for half a year.
Father kept it silent for our sakes.
I remember seeing a woman with bright red hair and walking up to her:
“Excuse me, have you seen my mom?”
A pair of familiar green eyes looked back at me.
It was you.
I tried giving you the benefit of the doubt.
Maybe going away was for good reason,
but it kept occurring -over and over again.
I couldn’t keep acting like nothing was happening
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So sorry to say,
I am all out of apologies.
But I still love you, Mom, no matter what you do.
The plums meant nothing to me,
I just want you to love me the way I love you,
Brooke Ridgeway

P

Jesse Robinson

EYES LIE
Oh! Why trick me?
Tell me I am a sight for sore eyes,
when God knows I am not.
Why fill me with false hope?
Tell me I am a catch,
for I cannot find a match.
Why kill me with your lies?
Eyes mock,
and sing around the clock.
Pictures, photos are the sole gospel.
And they tell me, they tell me
lies.
Eyes tell lies.
Oh! Eyes lie.
Jade Schlatter
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ANXIETY
I am unsure and unknowing.
I wonder if this is a dream, yet I am awake.
I hear the sound of family and friends.
I see the room turn black.
I want to escape this horrible reality.
I am unsure and unknowing.
I pretend everything is normal.
I feel an inferno.
I touch an icy air.
I worry something is lingering, yet still out of sight.
I cry for people who felt the same in years past.
I am unsure and unknowing.
I understand that it’s ever changing.
I say that it is normal, but it is not.
I dream that it never happened, that it is still here.
I try to run from my reality, but it’s too late.
I hope its grip loosens, yet the marks of anxiety still stay.
I am unsure and unknowing.
Giovan Flamson Rubalcava
Blythe Brakesman
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Weston Staid

I AM LOVING AND AMBITIOUS
I am loving and ambitious.
I wonder how my life will unfold.
I hear the voices of my ancestors in the warm gust of wind.
I see myself traveling the world.
I want to help.
I am loving and ambitious.
I pretend I am okay in the hardest of times.
I feel my past encouraging my future.
I touch the warm and full coat of my old dog.
I worry for the world.
I cry for the pain and strain the earth is constantly undergoing.
I am loving and ambitious.
I understand the threat of climate change.
I say change starts with you.
I dream of equality.
I try to love myself.
I hope for rainy days to fill my heart with happiness.
I am loving and amibitious.
Lily Desmond
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ORÁCULO
Oráculo
de la cocina.
Residuo de las lágrimas.
Amor
de la vida
es extrano.
Comida
comer
cocinar.
Tiempos pasados
el presente.
Tita
temblorosa.
Ava Busby

Sophia Zazueta
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Edyyt Mauricio

Sienna Beringer

LOS RAYOS DEL SOL
En esta vida,
estaba negando lágrimas
los rayos del sol,
que cubrían el piso.
Sintiera un inmenso amor
Por la vida,
Vivir
es muy agradable.
Arleth Bautista

Liesl Wolf-Heinemann
Preceding page: Zoey Pratt

12 YEARS
12 Years.
2,160 Days.
What used to feel like eternity
Ended in what felt like seconds:
Recess
Arts and Crafts
Field Day
Auditorium Presentations
Classroom Plays
Tie Dye T-Shirts
Homeroom
Self Discovery
Promotion
Rallies
Homecoming.
Suddenly it all came to a halt.

Paige Cabral

Zoom Calls
SAT Cancellations
Lost Hope
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Coming Back
College Applications
Ordering Caps and Gowns.
180 days taken from us.
A chapter I couldn’t wait to end
I now hope will last forever
Reliving those short 12 years.
Dani Salling

Nina Gregorutti
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CRASHING UP

After Falling Up by Shel Silverstein

I crashed upon my bike
And fell up		
Up around the dirt,
			
Up over the trees,
				
Up near the mountains’ peaks,
			
Up past the clouds,
				
Up where the sounds
				
Are gone to all.
			
I looked to the ground
		
And could not see
What I left below.
I want to fly,
		
Back to the ground
			
Where I know I can
				Crash once again.

					Brandon Forgie
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Lily Moodenbaugh
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ROSE GARDENS
Love is like a rose.
fragile,
painful,
mysterious,
but also beautiful.
Picking the rose,
shy as it is,
it will bloom.
And with that bloom
comes a sense of longing.
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After some time
the rose pricks you.
Blood trickles to the ground.
Shocked,
you drop the rose.
Looking down,
sorrow fills your eyes.
As you weep,
you come to notice
another rose.
Walking away,
hypnotized by its beauty.
you fall once again,
for the beauty of the rose.
Summer Krell

Sophie Muessel

MY PERSON
With an open mind and open heart,
I forgave the world because it has you.
Running around town,
what a weekend it would be.
What a feeling it could be.
Artwork I could admire forever,
the way I framed you.
Everything I’ve desired.
Tell her about me.
I hope one day you are as happy
as you pretended to be.
The grief is still there.
Pain passes,
but it does not pass away.
It did not disappear.
You gave up too easily,
but let me remind you,
you were where I’d rather be.
It was better to lose you than to find you.
Sole Antonini
Sophia Rodriguez
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Trevor Forgie

THE GARDEN
Walking through the freshly cut grass,
I see them in the distance,
their exquisite petals
glistening in the sunlight.
An abundance of colors,
a sea of flowers,
flood the garden’s floor.
The birds chirp,
the wind blows.

I soak up the sun,
living in the moment.

I take a deep breath,
enjoying the scenery,
absorbing its beauty.
The sunlight dims.
Colors fill the sky,
a vivid sea of reds, oranges, yellows
in transition of the dark sky
and bright stars,
reminding me it’s time to go inside.
But I will be back to visit soon.
Dani Salling

THE BEST DAYS YET
Soaking up the sun’s rays
napping in a soft hammock,
protected by the trees’ shade,
calmly swaying in the wind.
As the grass dances in the breeze,
flowing like a rushing river,
swirling up and down the hills,
I feel total relaxation.
Listening to the meadow’s life.
Birds chirping their love.
Deer bounding through the grass,
I feel total relaxation.
Wildflowers reaching for the sun,
blooming across the field
filling the air with sweet aromas.
These are the best days yet.
Tara Elkins

Jasper Henry
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DIOGONESE DRIVE
White-washed walls and thin windows,
cold concrete countertop with cup stains.
Simple, yet loving.
Simple, yet complex.
I can feel years and years of living,
a sense of company when I am alone.
I feel eyes on my back,
but they do not threaten me.
Odd artwork and priceless collections.
Stacks of books hold infinite knowledge.
Light streaks through the window
and paints strips of rainbow on the floor.
I step on the rainbow, and it kisses my bare foot.
The walls reflects the faintest hint of purple, green, and yellow,
so faint you must imagine it.
Paintings tell stories of love and loneliness,
cool colors and stained wood absorb empty space.
Time passes indefinitely sitting on the couch.
I hear the distant rrrrrrrhhhhmmmmmmmm of my dad’s car engine,
The time that used to not exist stops in its tracks.
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Sitting alone is the most comforting quiet I have experienced.
It’s warm when the air is cold.
It’s my kind of perfect.
Liam Gilson

Alexandra Hill

GOOD MORNING
Cellar doors of a sharp, sophisticated manor.
Banquet scraps wrapped in cellophane.
Butlers embracing babies,
bumbling down mahogany halls.
Soft
lullabies
Sung by whistling winds
Through the
Breezeways.
Tick-tocking grandfather clocks,
Rhythm of a living and breathing mansion
BEEP.

BEEP.

BEEP.

BEEP.
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BEEP.

A rickety alarm clock croaks.
Local, homeless Rottweilers bark incessantly.
Creaking oak boards with menacing nails exposed,
Battered by a relentless air current.
A gunshot sounds in the distance.
The weatherman awakens on a cracked television screen.
“Good morning.
Sunny this morning, rain later tonight.”
William Pakter

Preceding page: Elizabeth Sandoli

COMO AGUA PARA CHOCOLATE
(Fragmento)

Sus manos ambos
Entonces confesó su amor.
Solas profundamente enamorado atrevida
y precipitada
tomé la decisión
puedo a su amor.
El amor se siente
o no se siente.
Tendrá mi amor por siempre.
Lo amó
para siempre
Le había prohibido
matrimonio
la tristeza
preparaba el pastel
nostalgia se adueñaba
las lágrimas
eso no fue todo
de una intoxicación
melancolía y frustración.
El amor de su vida escapó.
Alexa Aguila
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Liam Gilson
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I AM CHARISMATIC AND OPTIMISTIC
I am charismatic and optimistic.
I wonder what will become of my life.
I hear a trumpet sounding to the ends of the earth.
I see the sky caving in.
I want to run, but my feet are steady.
I am charismatic and optimistic.
I pretend I am out of touch.
I feel my hand brush against utopia, only to have imagined it.
I touch the heat of the stars, only to burn myself.
I worry about the future, the unknown.
I cry out for the victims of evil.
I am charismatic and optimistic.
I understand now what one says, but what one does.
I say change is always possible.
I dream of the unattainable.
I try to seek out the generosity in the selfish.
I hope for the day I can look upon calm waters.
I am charismatic and optimistic.
Eva Williams
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Erin Ries-Juncker
Preceeding page: Paige Cabral

Ava Busby

CAPTIVE
She didn’t hate it there
as much as she felt trapped by its smallness.
She’d trampled the same dirt roads
her entire life.
She’d carved her initials on the bottom of school desks,
ones that her mother had once used,
that her children would use someday,
feeling her jagged scratching with her fingers,
like grooves of an old oak tree.
And the school was in the same building it always has been,
all the grades together,
so even when moving up,
it hadn’t felt like a progression at all.
Just a step
across
the
hallway.
And maybe she would have been able to endure it all,
if it weren’t for everyone’s obsession with lightness.
Kianna Edens
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GIFT OF LIFE
In a world full of chaos, I find peace.
In a silent place, I can hear the trees sing.
Nature's beauty is equal,
free to you and me.
In fragrant blossoms and leaves,
even in the tiny little bees,
each blade of grass is a miracle to me.
No matter how big or how small,
everything is exactly how it should be,
perfect actually, even mathematically.
No rain, no flowers.
Now I understand,
You have all the answers I need.
In perfect symmetry,
a gift to all, nature - what a lovely sight.
Sole Antonini
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Fiona Crowley
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I AM
I am seeking and kind.
I wonder what will be.
I hear the music.
I see silence.
I want time.
I am seeking and kind.
I pretend to explore.
I feel rest.
I touch the clouds.
I worry about thoughts.
I cry for sadness’s sake.
I am seeking and kind.
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I understand lies.
I say truths.
I dream for control.
I try to understand.
I hope for equity.
I am seeking and kind.
Trevor Forgie.

Morgan Cuddy
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TELEPHONE ROMANCE

Adapted from dialogue in Before Sunrise
by Richard Linklater and Kim Krizan

If any god exists,
it must be in this space,
between you and me.
Not within any of us,
but in the chaos we create.
But I’m rapturous,
feeling your eyes on me
when I look away,
starting to worry you’re afraid of me.
The only person I could really hurt
is myself.
I just want to be a ghost.
We’re all each other’s demons and angels,
our time together is just ours,
our own creation,
like you’re in my dream,
and I’m in yours.
I think that’s when…
Just the idea…
All of those silly dreams.
This whole time
I’ve been watching something
that is going to die someday,
something so finite,
and we might not ever see each other again.
Kind of strange,
but I don’t want to be a great story,
so we must die in the morning.
Right?
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Linnea Cupp
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Jasper Henry

Fiona Crowley
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Trevor Forgie

Vincent Altemus

TOO BUSY
Too busy.
Too busy burning,
not knowing if we should,
only that we can.
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Too busy dumping,
not having a care,
no consequence to bear.
Too busy flaunting,
not aware.
Veracity unquestioned.
Too busy profiting.
Not willing
to look,
to listen,
to care.
Too busy
not realizing that
of all the atrocities of man,
none
outweigh the future.
		

Will Wesner
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DEAR COVID

I don’t know whether to say “thank you,” or “hate you,” or both. You did ruin a lot
for me, but you also fixed a lot, and let me have time to think to myself. So, I will start off by
thanking you, and then saying how much I hate you. Thank you for letting me realize that at the
end of every day I don’t really ever have anyone, only the people who choose to stay. You let
me learn how instead of just talking, to listen and watch the way people talk and act. To see that
people aren’t really what they say they are. I have had more time to develop a lot of skills about
observing people and a sense of seeing them for what they really are. You let me be okay with
not always having to be around people. Even though you did help me with things, you did ruin
many things as well. You ruined school for everyone. I hate the fact that we have to make this
our new normal to wear masks. It’s annoying. I’m mad at you for the fact that I could have had
so much fun last summer with my friends, but everything got canceled. I never left my house.
It was boring and dark all the time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and it was pretty depressing.
I think my days started to get longer as they went by, and it felt like I was in constant déjà vu
and it was as if the same songs were on replay. You, COVID, ruined and helped me, and I beg
you, please leave and never ever return again.
Love,
Bonnie Vasquez
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I AM SORRY
I am of the blood of oppressors,
of the colonizers and enslavers,
		
of the hate-ridden lynchers,
of the shamefully ignorant.
I am part of the problem.
It is my legacy,
		
it is my regret,
it is not who I want to be.
I am not one to apologize,
for that which I cannot change,
		
for that which is already done,
for that for which I am no less responsible
than my ancestors.
I am not a good person.
I look for no forgiveness,
		
I look for no acceptance,
I look for a better future.
		

am
sorry.
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I

Rowan Desmond
Liam Gilson

NO CHOICE AND NO VOICE
What they see is the outside of me,
not the tears I have shed,
or the wars I have led,
the hot anger that I hold,
the lies I was told.
They see youth as a mask of immaturity,
insecurity.
Subjected me to crippling labels,
too young,
too naive,
and too female.
I put my foot down
I speak out loud.
But you tell me not to shout.
I stood up when you would not,
I fought for the truth,
but alone I fought.
I bared the pain and anger
you would not.
But that means nothing.
If only I wasn’t too young,
too naive,
and too female.

Kaitlyn Valenzuela

The memories haunt my dreams,
I am not allowed to sleep,
because you only saw
the outside of me.
Because of you, I grew up.
Someone had to take a stand.
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Parting with my youth came so soon,
but I am proud
of who I have come to be,
the girl who looks back at me.
She can deal with your ways,
and the world turning against her.
My role models have changed,
you have been struck from my list.
The applications will be open,
but only for someone who
doesn’t judge a book by its cover,
or leave until it’s over.
They must treat others with respect,
and have faith in their brothers.
Liesl Wolf-Heinemann

Anahi Almanza Tapia

FRIEND
Friend
Who needs science?
I have love
You cannot hear it enough
Your joy is great
Let their words
Not come to harm you
Take your mind
Off the world
I find you beautiful
I’m so sorry
My little dewdrop
		
-Thorn Schweiger
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Morgan Cuddy
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TIEMPO PARA PENSAR

Cora Yorgensen

Tortas rellenas de chorizo
alrededor de la mesa
Mamà Elena
flotado sobre la familia
Sabes muy bien
sus lentes dentro del delantal
primera vez un su vida
confesó su amor.
Señorita
profundamente enamorado
su amor
tiempo para pensar.
Necesito.
Raphael Nadalie
Following page: Efren Pelayo
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FRUIT BASKET
I like fruit.
What’s more to say?
I do be eating it
every day.
I eat it in the morning,
I eat it in the afternoon.
My favorite utensil to eat it with
is a spoon.

Sophie Muessel

I don’t have a favorite,
there are too many to choose.
They are all tasty,
much better than booze.
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My mom is now angry.
We are having a dispute.
She is mad at me
‘cause I ate all the fruit.
Will Wesner
Aidan Schelhorn

Preceding page: Tallulah Anders

Kaitlyn Valenzuela

JUST OUTSIDE OF MARIETTA
Just outside of Marietta there sat a small wooden bridge. It lay over a long, rushing river
where animals found refuge from the hot Georgia summers. The stream seemed to have a
certain aura of life to it, all the plants and trees faced towards it, the branches reaching for the
water as if to catch one of the trout clumsily jumping upstream. The bridge was surrounded
by rolling golden hills and shrubs, and there were tired dirt paths leading up to both sides
beaten down hard by travelers and their cattle. The bridge creaked with the wind, threatening
to collapse and daring the townsfolk to walk across so it could take them with it, but it never
did; the bridge had been standing for many generations and had no plan of going anywhere
soon. As the day slowly drifted away, the sun began to set, pitching its blood red light on the
town. Not soon after, two small silhouettes came rushing down the hill. They ran through
the bridge, and one tripped over a loose rock.
“Thomas, help me up,” said the younger one, who was wet from sweat and was now
bleeding.
“For God’s sake, William, we’re already late for supper, and now you’re dirty.” Thomas
helped WIlliam up and they walked home together at a much slower pace. When they got
home, they were sternly lectured by their mother, who had been tirelessing working on their
meal, which was now cold.
“Your father is not fighting a war for you to eat cold food. Now finish up your supper
and go to bed.” The boys hurried off to brush their teeth and get to bed.
When they woke in the morning, their mother was already at the shipyard where she
worked from five to two helping in the production of ships for the war. Thomas woke up
and made William his favorite breakfast: pancakes and syrup. William finished his breakfast
and then asked, “Thomas, is Dad going to be ok?”
Thomas was taken aback but answered, “Of course he is. Now, shouldn’t you be more 61
worried about school?” although he himself was not sure if their father would be okay.
Thomas dropped William off at the outdated St. Mary’s Elementary School, which he
had attended only a couple years before. But instead of going to the high school, he met up
with Johnny Meyers and David Thompson down by the river to go fishing. “Johnny! How are
you? Have you caught anything yet?” asked Thomas while he scuttered through the brush,
scaring off all the birds on his way to the riverside.
“No, not even a bite! We saw some cookies walking by the bridge though,” said
Johnny in a joking voice. The three boys fished, wading through the river for hours until
finally getting lucky and catching a bass. The fish struggled, frantically flopping and gasping
for air before it lay still in the hands of David.
“Woah! This is a big one! I think I got our dinner.”
“What a catch, Dave. I already got a fire set up. Let’s cook it!” The boys cleaned
the fish and set up camp before cooking.
“Goodnight boys!” said Thomas, before falling asleep to the sound of crickets
and birds softly singing their songs.
		

Wynton Meyer

Following page: Sofia Cupp
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Lily Moodenbaugh

Vincent Altemus

GOING SWIMMING
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Written as Ophelia from Hamlet, in
the style of William Carlos Williams

I have fallen
from grace
because I fell
from a tree.
I know how
to swim,
but the water
felt nice.
Forgive me
for dying Hamlet will have to find
someone else to harass.
Carter Dahline
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Kaitlyn Valenzuela

THIS IS JUST TO SAY

Written as Hamlet from Hamlet, in
the style of William Carlos Williams

THIS IS JUST TO SAY

Written las Ophelia, from Hamlet, in the
style of William Carlos Williams

I haven't killed
My uncle yet.

I have fallen in love
With Hamlet

Sorry Dad, it’s been really
Tough these past few days,
You have no idea

Even though you
Told me it was
A bad idea.

It’s my top priority, though.
Don't worry,I’ll get it done.

Forgive me.
He’s just so
Moody and hot.

Josie Goldfarb

Ellie Aslanian
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Tallulah Anders

MASKED
Hey,
I wonder if I'll ever see you smile.
It’s been so long,
I didn’t even know it was you down that empty aisle.
During these times I haven’t been strong.
These four walls I can’t escape,
I can only enjoy the outside if
I’m imagining it in my head.
Will this be my grave?
At this point, I’m starting to think I’m being misled.
12 months and still no hope of seeing your smile.
52 weeks without your cooking,
365 days of waiting for your hug.
I’ll see you soon.
I’ll be able to hold you.
I hope we can see our smiles.
Mama.
Sebastian Rodriguez
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Fernando Miranda

Casey Baraz

GROWING UP
A frame...
Sitting on her nightstand,
Faded, chipped, and shabby.
Greeting her every morning with the same innocent face,
she is reminded of her youth.
What happened to the girl that once was?
Did she perish, wither, die?
No, she’s still somewhere inside.
She has simply just evolved,
imprinting and growing into her future.
Glancing past as she leaves for school,
it’s a reminder of a simpler time.
One less faded, chipped, and shabby.
She is reminded of a time more happy,
a time with less responsibility and planning.
Maleka Anderson
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LÁGRIMAS

Alejandro Guzman

Infinidad de veces,
Decía, soy sensible.
Lloraba y lloraba
tan fuerte
Lo escuchaba sin esforzarse
Fueron tan fuertes
sin decir
como imaginarán
Tal vez porque
esta vida
fue literalmente empujada a este mundo.
Ya cuando el agua se había evaporado
las lágrimas
sintiera un inmenso amor de la vida
un sentido del vivir
gozaba de reproducir tiempos pasado.s
Profe Parker
Following pages: Crickett Sosna; Maximilien Lilavois
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COLD BUT WARM BEACH DAY
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And all I am is a girl.
I want to be in your hands.
I love the beach.
We stand in California with our toes in the sand,
your hands in the sleeves of your sweater.
You said, “Let’s have an adventure!”
Head in the clouds, but my gravity centered.
You in that warm, white sweater, oh,
Oh, you know what I’m thinking about.
And what I think about.
One love, two hearts.
One love, two months.
No game, just us.
Nothing I wouldn’t wanna tell you about, no.
‘Cause it’s too cold
for me here.
So now, hold me.
Both my hands in the holes of your sweater.
And all I was
was a girl
who didn’t know.
Too naive.
One love, too soon.
One love, two fights.
And it’s too cold,
it’s too cold
without you and your sweater.
Josseline Tomas
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Poppy Novak

Sole Antonini
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THIS IS JUST TO SAY
I didn’t eat the plums,
But I have left
your mother
and the home
you grew up in,

and to which
you were probably
hoping
to return
from college
to find both
of your loving parents
with arms open.

Forgive me,
our marriage was
so sweet
and so cold.
Tom Conlon
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LIGHT REMEDY
Full of love,
full of bliss,
true laughter,
she was made for sunny days.
Lost in her thoughts,
carefree as can be,
baring a smile, but her hair was a mess.
The sun danced with her,
in a way the moon would never know.
Day by day,
life was an unexpected adventure
or nothing.
Heart of gold, up to no good,
she was the queen of disasters,
but sunshine is cheaper than therapy.
Sole Antonini

Sophie Muessel

THE REAL WORLD
My eyes tearing up and my head low.
My shoulders clenched
with a downward angle,
I am being told
by my fourth grade teacher
my behavior won't cut it
in “the real world.”
“The real world.”
My jaw locked and my teeth grinding.
My knees weak and brittle,
I am being told by my
seventh grade basketball coach
our work ethic won’t cut it
in “the real world.”
“The real world.”
“The real world.”
The phrase playing over and over
in my head like a song
that I can’t figure out the lyrics to.
An odd comfort
but an unsettling fear,
“the real world” gave meaning
and purpose
to this rock hemisphere
But it’s all smoke and mirrors.
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Adulting is a lie.
The people who run the world
are just kids
with the means to
do what they want.
So freeing,
yet it makes my flesh want to
fall off my bones.
It takes the purpose
and meaning out of all.
“The real world”
is whatever we make it,
leaving it up to us,
to wake up in the morning.
Mason Ellis

Jennifer Herrera

Trevor Forgie
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IF I
If I had the ability to guide you like a lighthouse guides ships,
I would help you understand that you were heading in the right direction,
that it’s just going to take some time to all fall into place.
If I was a photo album,
I would remind you of all the wonderful moments
you have already enjoyed.
If I was Stanford's head coach,
I would recruit you instantly to be a starter on the team.
If I was your teacher,
I would have made you work harder in school.
If I was a map of the world,
I’d show you all the wonderful places you could have traveled.
If I had a time machine,
I would show you all the amazing events you could have experienced.
If only I could see you one more time,
I'd give you the tightest hug and make you feel loved.
		
Anahi Almanza Tapia

THIS IS JUST TO SAY

Written as Polonius from Hamlet,
in the style of William Carlos Williams

I HAVE BEEN STABBED

Written as Polonius from Hamlet, in the
style of William Carlos Williams

I am hidden
behind the
curtain in
Getrude’s room

I have been stabbed
By Hamlet
With his sword
In my chest

of which
you are probably
unsuspecting
of me there.

Stupid child
You were probably
Dating
My daughter

Forgive me,
I love eavesdropping!
it’s so juicy
and so powerful.

I hate you.
My blood
So red
And so cold

Eva Grace

Sienna Beringer
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Maximilien Lilavois

THIS IS JUST TO SAY

Written as Claudius from Hamlet, in
the style of William Carlos Williams

THIS IS JUST TO SAY

Written as Hamlet from Hamlet, in the
style of William Carlos Williams

I have killed
Your brother.
Whoops, sorry.
Not sorry.

I have listened
To the truth
That was by
His ghost

And now
Your wife
Is mine.
Loser!

And which
You were hiding
Behind your
Diamond crown.

Ha Ha!
You’re dead.
Long live
The king

Now I must
Hear the
Clock chime.

Joe Brawdy

It is time for
Revenge and
My dead lady.

Sydney Becker
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Dominic Martin

Liam Gilson

THE FIGHTER
The crowd erupts into vigorous
blood-curdling chants
filling the dark room with flames.
The contestant steps up to the center
in a bold swagger.
He feels his heart
beating through his chest.
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Fight!
Fight!
Fight!

His eyesight sharpens into tunnel vision.
He is brimmed with fury
that will never cease,
repressed and bottled for decades
until tonight.

He releases himself and punches
left, right, left, right.
Blood splatters across cement,
decades of his life
being projected across the room,
echoing for miles and miles.

His opponent arrives,
striding across the dank floor.
He looks at the opponent
with a stern, stony face,
Filling the dark room with ice.
The crowd drowns all his thoughts
in seconds
with a new sickening chant:

The crowd dies down,
finally turning silent.
The sole fighter is motionless,
lying on his back,
smiling at all of the watchers.
Empty walls stare back.
We are all at war with ourselves.
Will Garrett
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Tallulah Anders

DEAR COVID-19,
Don’t be fooled by this polite greeting-it is simply out of my good manners, because in
no way do I find any of your presence endearing or acceptable. I am writing this letter because
I have some important things to get off my chest.
It was because of you that my days were spent inside, days on end without leaving home,
causing me to lose motivation. It felt like it was impossible to have a healthy routine once you
consumed our lives. You were like the wildfires that hit in late September that caused everyone
in St. Helena to flee from their homes. Sadly, fires are normal here, and part of the year is now
referred to as “fire season,” but it was so much harder with you present because everyone had
to move quickly to escape the flames, and now also had to stay protected from the deadly virus
you carried.
Everything has a silver lining though, even you, COVID, although your silver lining is
as thin as a thread. After being in quarantine for so long, I learned so much about myself and
completely changed my mindset. I began having so much time on my hands that I found new
hobbies, both healthy and unhealthy. For example, I started cooking more, began to meditate,
journal, and exercise, but I also picked up the hobby of going on Tik Tok for hours on end.
Tik Tok became a place where youths could connect and help each other by creating a distraction from the world falling to pieces around us. However, it also began to consume our lives
by creating terrible patterns of staying in bed all day, staring at a screen, and scrolling through
30-second videos for hours on end. It became a way for us all to avoid our responsibilities and
distract ourselves from the absence of the social connection you deprived us of, COVID.
You’ve stripped students of the experience of school, making us do school over video
for months. I never thought I would experience my first semester of Junior year over Zoom.
I should mention you’ve ruined my social life too. Because of your rapid spreading, all sports,
dances, and extracurriculars were canceled. Cancelled sports hurt me the most. After finally being able to return this season following an injury that prevented me from playing any sport for
a year and a half, I was beyond excited to return to the field and play with my heart. You had 81
other plans though. You decided to spread at great speed. I remember when I found out soccer
and basketball were cancelled for the rest of the year, I was disappointed because I knew being
active and playing sports would not only add more structure to my life, but would also allow me
to mentally recuperate from months of being in a bad mental state due to the events of 2020.
There’s no point in dwelling in the past; it’s as useless as whispering into the ear of a
corpse; it can’t change anything.
Last month, it was the one-year anniversary of your first casualty in the US. Although
this might seem harsh, I hope you will not live long enough to have a next anniversary. It’s not
fair what you’re doing to families, causing some to lose loved ones and others to suffer through
seeing family members having to bear the wrath of your deadly virus. Your presence is both
vicious and heartless. No other generation has experienced. the panic you have caused across
the country. Across the globe, the tears you have caused could nearly fill an ocean full of pain
and heartbreak. As I’m writing this, you’ve already infected millions of people and have taken
the lives of 2.45 million people. First responders and health care workers have fought against
you on the front lines for days on end, risking their lives. It is to those families that have lost a
loved one that my heart and prayers go out.
For the love of God, please leave now, you cold-blooded beast.
Thanks,
Araceli Avina
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FUTURE SELF
Hey big man.
By now you should be at least 6’3, 185.
Lean and ripped.
I hope you have maintained
your dedication to medicine,
striving for nothing but the best.
But remember, it is not about the money,
but the beauty of medicine.
Remember what we’ve always enjoyed.
Time is your friend, so dwell under it.
In spite of seeing you all grown,
I wonder if you finally have the courage
to learn the piano.
It’s not that hard.
I hope that some check marks have been made
to that bucket list.
I am expecting some craziness from skydiving.
I hope you are still reading books,
which you failed to do in high school.
Remember books last forever.
By now,
I expect you to know Muay Thai.
You better be an absolute badass.
Lastly, I hope you are always
putting family first, no matter what,
never forgetting your roots.
You might be influenced
by American society a lot,
but remember,
deep down
you are Pakistani.
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Fawad Muhammad

Ella White
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ROWING TO REALITY
Perpetually somber skies began
drizzling relentlessly.
Biting winds kicked up legions of whitecaps.
Gale winds ripped at storm-tossed waters.
Rain pelted bare heads and shoulders,
As oars slapped against wind-tossed waves,
plumes of icy water stung the boy’s eyes,
and a numbness set in,
one that made them question their own ability
to grab hold of their oars.
No substitutions...
Their aching muscles cramped at a moment's rest,
and they dropped like flies.
Emmet Bowen
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Mary Lamborn

Ella Whhite
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MIRACLE

EN LA TARDE

Potent sunlight
aches down
onto aluminum roofs.
Light showers on a cloudless day.
Microscopic drops
on the windows.
Turn your wipers on
before the illusion stops,
and your view is blocked.
A miracle only lasts for a second.
		
Reid Ivanoff

En la tarde
el agua
el efecto
los rayos evaporados
lágrimas rojas
amor
vida
sonidos y olores
el presente
Conlan Harrington

Silvia Seyve

THE ODE
They are beautiful.
Soft, fluffy fur.
All white
with a hint of warm gold.
Beautiful gray blue eyes,
pointy ears,
stinky breath.
Sunbathing on the rocks,
taking naps during the day,
running around at night.
Random boost of energy,
Always hungry.
Belly moves side to side
when they walk.
Wiggles tail
just hearing the sound of my voice.
My little rays of sunshine.
Anahi Almanza Tapia
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Blythe Brakesman

Jesus Garcia

MCKENNA’S
A cold, lonely cabin
finds itself centered
serenely in the midst of a dim,
freezing forest.
The creaking hinge,
the screaming door,
begging for a friend, a visitor, a person
to come racing home.
Deep in the dingy depths of the dark
lies the heart, ready to light aflame
when someone cares enough to stop by.
A quick, quiet crunch
of feet pacing through the layers of leaves
echoes for miles with no one to hear it.
Like a lost child
who has found his mother,
the door opens,
held by a caring hand.
With a slam,
the visitor is home.
Ready to rest
under the watchful eye,
they are both finally at peace.
Anne Bower
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Vincent Altemus

THE MODERN TRAIL BLAZE
Residents flee
while trees scream,
held in place by their ancient roots.
The promise of new growth,
leads to the consequent destruction of innocent invaders,
a reminder of one’s delirious insignificance,
while the cost blazes unfathomably high,
and as rapidly as the spreading flames themselves.
The deafening need for aid wails silently alongside the fire.
Yet, here we stand, blackened with the trees,
but roots as determined as ever.
Kianna Edens

VELVET LIGHT
I see you within the intimacy of the four walls that hold my
insecurities, clothes, and laughter.
You glow from within,
not fully letting your light shine.
Boxed up within a cloth.
Glass heart, the center of it all.
Watching every argument, every panic, every worry,
every exchange of words
to siblings younger than me.
you seem to have no purpose.
I ignore what you do for me in times of fear.
Letting you know that your velvet light, your soft glow,
let me feel protected from monsters that exist only in my head
who tell me over and over, “I’m coming to get you.”
You’re tired though, your radiance.
Wanting exactly what I’m terrified by the most:
the dark.
Octavio Verdin
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Morgan Cuddy
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AN ANTHEM FOR ALL THE BELLIES IN THE WORLD
We look in the mirror, and back at our handheld devices,
wondering how it feels to look like them,
pretty, skinny, handsome, sultry.
Finding self love is harder and harder to achieve.
Our bellies - a societal trap,
our mouths soothing the troubling thoughts with food, more food.
Or utter starvation.
I wish you could hear the song the birds sing for you,
belted through the wind for you, and your army
of demons, militia of self-loathing.
For Americans love excess, but we also love jeans,
and refuse to accommodate excess or scarcity.
The term double-edged sword does not even begin
to explain the self-inflicted oppression in our fashionable society.
We step into hiding,
our middles never seeing the light of day,
behind baggy sweaters and pants.
We must find houses we are proud of,
that we can live in, promise walls
that embrace our growing flesh and rutting bones,
because together, everything is possible.
Kianna Edens
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Esther Guerrero
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THIS IS JUST TO SAY

Written as Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
from Hamlet, in the style of William Carlos Williams

I am following
Your uncle’s orders
To bring you
To die.
And you
May say
That I
Am insincere.
I’m sorry,
But we get to travel
To England on a ship,
And that’s pretty cool.
LeAnah Paul

DO YOU SEE ME?
On the way to school Do you see me
driving down Madrona,
7:55 am?
I see you.
Do you see me?
The swaying branches,
big leaves,
my favorite color.
Do you see me?
I can tell you my secrets,
and things I don’t say out loud,
I am going to miss my parents.
Do you see me?
I imagine you growing,
climbing
and being strong.
Do you see me?
Audie Novak

Grace Schlangen
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ALL I HAVE LOST
I visit the mellow grounds.
Beautiful colors of the rainbow,
all scattered around.
I see
while being struck by a beautiful gust of wind.
an exquisite evening, yet it is not the same.
I begin to reminisce about all the memories these grounds brought us.
The picnics felt as if I had finally reached heaven.
I look to my right to see the glowing horizon
but wish it was you glowing in front of me.
Hey Mama.
I hope you’re listening.
It’s not the same down here without you.
I never needed the bright sun when you were here with me.
I’m coming by to tell you that I found the one.
Mama, she drives me crazy.
But I’m terrified.
I’m terrified to lose her just as I lost you.
I hope to see a future
where we run through these mellow grounds as you and I once did.
I just hope I am enough for her.
I have to go now.
I’ll see you tomorrow,
Mom.
Fawad Muhammad
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Francesca Hutchinson
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